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Abstract
In this paper we consider tree level form factors of operators from stress tensor
operator supermultiplet with light-like operator momentum q2 = 0. We present a
conjecture for the Grassmannian integral representation both for these tree level
form factors as well as for leading singularities of their loop counterparts. The
presented conjecture was successfully checked by reproducing several known answers
in MHV and Nk−2MHV, k ≥ 3 sectors together with appropriate soft limits. We
also discuss the cancellation of spurious poles and relations between different BCFW
representations for such form factors on simple examples.
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1 Introduction
In the last years a remarkable progress has been made in understanding the structure of S-
matrices (amplitudes) in N = 4 SYM and other gauge theories (for a review see [1,2] and
reference therein). This progress became possible due to wide use of new approaches to
perturbative computations based on exploration of analytical structure of amplitudes (S-
matrix) themselves instead of standard Feynman diagram computations [2]. Introduction
of new types of variables (like helicity spinors and momentum twistors) together with
superspace formalism [3, 4] have also played a key role in the developments made [2].
It was also realized that both tree level amplitudes and leading singularities of loop
amplitudes in N = 4 SYM allow representation in terms of integrals over Grassmannian
manifolds [5]. This discovery later on led to the development of the on-shell diagram
formalism [6] together with exciting ideas concerning geometrical interpretation of scat-
tering amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [6–16]. The Grassmannian integral representation is
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also natural from the point of view of integrability based approaches [17–23] to the tree
and loop level amplitudes in N = 4 SYM.
There is another class of interesting objects in N = 4 SYM similar to amplitudes -
form factors. Form factors are operator matrix elements of the form1
〈pλ11 , . . . , p
λn
n |O|0〉, (1.1)
where O is some gauge invariant operator which upon acting on the vacuum of the the-
ory produces multi-particle state 〈pλ11 , . . . , p
λn
n | with momenta p1, . . . , pn and helicities
λ1, . . . , λn. So, we can think about form factors as the amplitudes of the processes where
classical current or field, coupled via a gauge invariant operator O, produces some quan-
tum state 〈pλ11 , . . . , p
λn
n |.
It is believed, that N = 4 SYM is very likely to be integrable and the study of form
factors within this theory will play the same role as the study of form factors within
the context of two dimensional integrable systems (for example, see [24] and references
therein). The form factors should be also useful in better understanding both symmetry
properties and structure of the N = 4 SYM S-matrix and correlation functions. The
direct computations of form factors may help us better understand the ”triality” relations:
between amplitudes, Willson loops and correlation functions (see references in [2]) and
extra relations for the amplitudes from [25, 26]. Also form factors is an excellent testing
laboratory for incorporating non-planarity and massive (off-shell) states within new on-
shell computational methods.
The form factors in N = 4 SYM were initially considered in [27], almost 20 years
ago. The unique investigation of form factors of non-gauge invariant operators build from
single field (off-shell currents) was made in [28]. After nearly a decade the investigation of
1/2-BPS form factors was again initiated in [29, 30]. Later the form factors of operators
from 1/2-BPS and Konishi operator supermultiplets were intensively investigated both at
weak [31–34] and strong couplings [35,36]. Attempts to find a geometrical interpretation
of form factors of operators from stress tensor operator supermultiplet were performed
in [37]. More complicated situation of multiple operators were considered in [38–40].
Twistor space based representations of 1/2-BPS and more general form factors were con-
sidered in [41, 42], see also [43–45] for Lorentz harmonic chiral formulation. Special case
of form factors of operators corresponding to ”defect insertions” was considered in [46].
Integrability properties of 1/2-BPS form factors where investigated in [47–51] and in an
important paper [52] with an explicit construction based on quantum inverse scattering
method. Soft theorems in the context of form factors where considered in [51]. The form
factors in theories with maximal supersymmetry in dimensions different from D = 4 were
investigated in [53–56]. Other directions in the study of form factors such as colour-
kinematic duality and so on were investigated in [57–61].
1Note that the scattering amplitudes in ”all ingoing” notation may be viewed as form factors of unity
operator 〈pλ1
1
, . . . , pλnn |0〉.
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In the present article we are going to consider simplified case of form factors of oper-
ators from N = 4 SYM stress tensor operator supermultiplet with light-like momentum
q2 = 0 carried by operator. This case is the most simple, yet it captures all essential
differences of form factors compared to amplitudes, which are basically originating in
different color structure. We will present a conjecture for Grassmannian representation
valid both for these tree level form factors as well as for leading singularities of their loop
counterparts.
The study of Grassmannian representations for form factors was initiated in [51, 52].
The more general case of form factors with q2 6= 0 was successfully considered in [52].
In principle one should be able to derive Grassmannian representation for q2 = 0 case
from the results of [52] by taking appropriate soft limit with respect to one of two spinor
variables parameterizing operator’s off-shell momentum q. Here, however, we found that
it is easier for us to start from scratch and use an approach of [51]. There it was claimed,
that Grassmannian integral representation for form factors could be obtained modify-
ing Grassmannian integral representation for amplitudes and introducing an appropriate
regulator of Grassmannian integral with respect to soft limit of operator momentum q.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly remind the reader the
Grassmannian integral representation and on-shell diagram formalism for amplitudes in
N = 4 SYM. In section 3 we introduce the notion of regulated on-shell diagrams as well
as discuss possible analogs of top-cell diagrams for form factors. Section 4 contains our
conjecture for Grassmannian integral representation for form factors of operators from
stress-tensor operator supermultiplet with q2 = 0. In section 5 we verify our conjecture
against known results for MHVn, N
k−2MHVk+1, NMHV5 form factors. We have also
checked that our Grassmannian integral representation correctly reproduces soft limit
with respect to operator momentum q. Section 6 is devoted to the discussion of the choice
of integration contour, its relation to different BCFW representations for tree level form
factors and cancellation of spurious poles. In section 7 and 8 we discuss some of the open
questions, possible further developments and give brief summary of the results obtained.
The appendixes contain details regarding the structure of form factors of operators from
N = 4 SYM operator supermultiplet together with the details of Grassmannian integral
and BCFW recursion computations
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2 Grassmannians, amplitudes and on-shell diagrams
It is known already for some time [5] that tree level Nk−2MHVn amplitudes in N = 4
SYM can be written in terms of integrals over Grassmannian manifolds Gr(n, k)
A(k)n ({λi, λ˜i, ηi}) =
∫
Γ
dn×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
1
M1...Mn
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
Calλ˜l
)
δ4
(
n∑
l=1
Calηl
)
×
×
n∏
b=k+1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
C˜blλl
)
. (2.2)
The points of Grassmannian manifold Gr(k, n) are given by complex k-planes in Cn
space passing through its origin. For example, the Grassmannian Gr(1, 2) is equivalent
to projective complex space Gr(1, 2) = CP. Each k-plane may be parameterized by
k n-vectors in Cn or equivalently by n × k matrix (C matrix in (2.2)). The points of
Grassmanian are then given by k × n matrices C modulo GL(k) transformations related
to k-plane basis choice. This explains V ol[GL(k)] factor in the integration measure of
(2.2). C˜al is the orthogonal complement of C defined by condition
CC˜T =
n∑
i=1
CaiC˜bi = 0. (2.3)
The GL(k) gauge fixing could be performed in a number of ways. For example, in Gr(3, 6)
case (which corresponds to the NMHV6 amplitude) one can choose GL(3) gauge as
C =

 1 0 0 c14 c15 c160 1 0 c24 c25 c26
0 0 1 c34 c35 c36

 . (2.4)
Mi in (2.2) are consecutive k × k minors of Cal matrix. That is for example M1 = 1,
M2 = +c14 and so on. The minors corresponding to columns i1, . . . , ik will be denoted as
(i1, . . . , ik). So, for example in our Gr(3, 6) case we can write
M2 = (234) =

 0 0 c141 0 c24
0 1 c34

 , (126) =

 1 0 c160 1 c26
0 0 c36

 . (2.5)
The integral in (2.2) can be viewed as multidimensional complex integral and computed
using multidimensional generalization of Cauchy theorem [5]. In this case the result of
integration will depend on the choice of integration contour Γ. The choice of integration
contour is not unique and different possible choices of the contour give different BCFW
representations of the same amplitude. It is important to mention that there also exists
5
Figure 1: Top-cell Gr(2, 5) on-shell diagram corresponding to A
(2)
5 amplitude. Grey vertex
is MHV3 amplitude, white vertex is MHV3 amplitude.
the choice of integration contour, which will reproduce leading singularities of A
(k)(l)
n loop
amplitudes. It was conjectured that this relation should hold to all orders of perturbation
theory [5]. Also there is connection between Grassmannian integral representation and
correlation functions of vertex operators (amplitudes) in twistor string theory.
Summing up, the Grassmannian integral representation for the amplitudes is interest-
ing and useful for the following reasons:
• It relates different BCFW representation of tree level amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [5];
• It could be used to show analytically cancellation of of spurious poles in BCFW
recursion [5, 6];
• It gives leading singularities of loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [5,6];
• It is claimed [62, 63] that the Grassmannian integral representation for amplitudes
(2.2) is the most general form of rational Yangian invariant, which makes all symme-
tries of the theory manifest. This further points to the integrable structure [18–23]
behind amplitudes in N = 4 SYM (at least at tree level);
• It relates amplitudes in N = 4 SYM and in twistor string theories (see for example
[7]).
Recently deep insights into the structure of the Grassmannian integral representation
of amplitudes in N = 4 SYM were made using so called on-shell diagram formalism [6].
On-shell diagrams are a special type of diagrams build from 3 - point MHV and MHV3
vertexes (amplitudes). MHV3 and MHV3 amplitudes themselves can be written in terms
of integrals over ”small” Grassmannians:
A
(2)
3 ({λi, λ˜i, ηi}) =
∫
dα1
α1
dα2
α2
δ2
(
λ˜1 + α1λ˜3
)
δ2
(
λ˜2 + α2λ˜3
)
× δ2 (λ3 + α1λ1 + α2λ2)×
× δˆ4 (η1 + α1η3) δˆ
4 (η2 + α2η3) , (2.6)
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A
(1)
3 ({λi, λ˜i, ηi}) =
∫
dβ1
β1
dβ2
β2
δ2 (λ1 + β1λ3) δ
2 (λ2 + β2λ3)× δ
2
(
λ˜3 + β1λ˜1 + β2λ˜2
)
×
× δˆ4 (η3 + β1η1 + β2η2) . (2.7)
Gluing MHV3 and MHV3 vertexes together with ”on-shell propagators” (edges)∫
d2λI d
2λ˜I d
4ηI
U(1)
, (2.8)
and integrating over internal edge spinor and Grassmann variables in (2.8) we get integrals
over larger Grassmannian submanifolds. See Fig.1 as an example of particular on-shell
diagram. So, one can always rewrite a combination of vertexes and edges corresponding to
any given on-shell diagram as an integral over some submanifold of Grassmannian G(n, k)
Ω =
∫ nw∏
i=1
dα1i
α1i
dα2i
α2i
ng∏
j=1
dβ1i
β1i
dβ2i
β2i
nI∏
m=1
1
U(1)m
×
×
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
Cal[~α]λ˜l
)
δ4
(
n∑
l=1
Cal[~α]ηl
)
n∏
b=k+1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
C˜bl[~α]λl
)
. (2.9)
Here α1i, α2i, β1i, β2i ≡ ~α are edge variables, nw is the number of white vertexes in on-shell
diagram, ng is the number of gray vertexes and nI is the number of internal lines. The
parameters of Grassmannian k and n are related to the number of white nw and gray ng
vertexes together with the number of internal lines nI of the on-shell diagram as
k = 2ng + nw − nI , n = 3(ng + nw)− nI . (2.10)
Explicit expressions for Cal[~α] could be found through the gluing procedure described
above, which is highly inefficient however. A more efficient way to express k×n matrix C
in terms of the reduced2 set of edge variables ~α is by using so called boundary measurement
operation [64]. For this purpose one first introduces a perfect matching P , which is a subset
of edges in the on-shell diagram, such that every vertex is the endpoint of exactly one
edge in P . Next, there is one-to-one correspondence of perfect matching with so called
perfect orientation. A perfect orientation is an assignment of specific orientation to edges,
such that each white vertex has a single incoming arrow and each gray vertex has a single
outgoing arrow. The edge with a special orientation (directed from gray to white vertex
in our case) is precisely the edge belonging to the perfect matching subset [64,65]. Given
a perfect orientation all external vertexes are divided into two groups: sources and sinks.
Then entries of the matrix C are then given by [64]:
Cij(α) =
∑
Γ ∈ {i→j}
(−1)sΓ
∏
e ∈ Γ
α{−1,1}e , (2.11)
2The number of degrees of freedom d of a general on-shell diagram is given by the number of its edges
minus number of its vertexes d = nI − (ng + nw) (we subtract GL(1) gauge redundancy associated with
every internal vertex)
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where index i runs over sources, j runs over all external vertexes and Γ is an oriented path
from i to j consistent with perfect orientation. If the edge is traversed in the direction
from white to gray vertex3, then the power of edge variable is 1, and −1 when traversing in
opposite direction. The sΓ in the formula above is the number of sources strictly between
vertexes i and j.
One can also think of on-shell diagrams with fixed values of n and k as the integrals
over some differential form dΩ [6]. In this sense the general on-shell diagram with fixed
values of n and k is the function of integration contour. Next, not all points of Grass-
mannian in the
∫
dΩ integral give nontrivial contributions, but only those belonging to
the so called positive Grassmannian Gr+(k, n) [6]. Positive Grassmannian Gr(k, n)+ is a
submanifold in Gr(k, n) defined by the condition that its points described by C - matrix
have strictly positive (cyclically) consecutive minors. The Grassmanian Gr(k, n)+ could
be decomposed into a nested set of submanifolds (called cells) depending on linear de-
pendencies of consecutive column of Cal (positroid stratification) [6]. The submanifolds
(positroid cells) with larger number of linear dependent columns are the boundaries of
submanifolds with smaller number of linear dependent columns in Cal. The submanifold
of Gr(k, n)+ containing points, whose coordinates Cal contain no linear dependent sets of
columns, is called top-cell.
There is a correspondence between every submanifold (positroid cell) of Gr(k, n)+
mentioned above, decorated permutation4 and some sub-set5 of all possible on-shell di-
agrams (the number of faces F of the diagram must be less or equal to the dimension
of Gr(k, n)+ Grassmannian, dim[Gr(k, n)+] = k(n− k)). Such on-shell diagrams (corre-
sponding integrals
∫
dΩ) are given by the rational functions of external kinematical data
{λi, λ˜i, ηi} only. As rational functions on-shell diagrams have poles. These poles are in
one to one correspondence with the boundaries of cells in Gr(k, n)+ to which on-shell
diagrams correspond to [6].
Within on-shell diagram formalism the BCFW recursion for the tree-level amplitudes
A
(k)
n is reproduced as follows [6]. First, one takes top-cell of Gr(k, n)+ corresponding to a
permutation which is a cyclic shift by k
A(k)n : σ = (k + 1, . . . n, 1, . . . k). (2.12)
A representative on-shell top-cell diagram is then constructed as6 [64]: draw k horizontal
lines, (n−k) vertical lines so that the left most and topmost are boundaries and substitute
3It is just a convention for assigning edge variables, which could have been chosen differently.
4A decorated permutation is an injective map σ : {1, . . . , n} 7→ {1, . . . , 2n}, such that a ≤ σ(a) ≤ a+n.
Taking σ mod n will give us ordinary permutation. The permutation corresponding to particular on-shell
diagram can be obtained by moving along left-right path. See Figs. 3 and 4.
5There are actually equivalent classes of on-shell diagrams which are labeled by the same permutation.
There are also graphical rules (square move and merger/unmerge moves), which transform one equivalent
diagram into another [6].
6See also [66], [67] for review.
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12
k
...
n n− 1 k + 1
. . .
⇒
⇒
⇒
Figure 2: Top-cell on-shell diagram for A
(k)
n on-shell amplitude.
the three and four-crossings as in Fig. 2. The ”boundary” on-shell diagrams corresponding
to different BCFW channels are then obtained by removing (k− 2)(n− k− 2) edges from
top cell diagram (by formal application of the ”boundary operator” ∂ [6]). It should be
noted that not all edges are removable, but only those which removal lowers the dimension
of the on-shell diagram by exactly one. The exact form of the sum of ”boundary” on-shell
diagrams can be determined by a formal solution of so called boundary equation [6]. See
Fig. 5 as an example.
It is not hard to show, using particular choice of coordinates on GrassmannianGr(k, n),
that in the case of top-cell diagram the following identity holds [6]:
Ωtop =
∫ nw∏
i=1
dα1i
α1i
dα2i
α2i
nb∏
j=1
dβ1i
β1i
dβ2i
β2i
nI∏
m=1
1
U(1)m
×
×
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
Cal[~α]λ˜l
)
δ4
(
n∑
l=1
Cal[~α]ηl
)
n∏
b=k+1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
C˜bl[~α]λl
)
=
=
∫
dn×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
1
M1...Mn
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
Calλ˜l
)
δ4
(
n∑
l=1
Calηl
)
n∏
b=k+1
δ2
(
n∑
l=1
C˜blλl
)
.
(2.13)
That is, top cell on-shell diagram is given by our initial Grassmannian integral (2.2).
Finally, we would like to note, that the fact that only points of Gr(k, n)+ Grassman-
nian give nontrivial contribution to Grassmannian integral is closely related to ideas that
amplitudes in N = 4 SYM may be interpreted as the volume of some geometrical object.
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Figure 3: Elementary permutations (”paths”) associated with individual MHV3 and
MHV3 vertexes in the on-shell diagrams.
Figure 4: Example of permutation σ = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} associated with Gr(3, 5) on-shell
diagram corresponding to A
(3)
5 amplitude.
3 Form factors with q2 = 0 and regulated on-shell
diagrams
Let us now proceed with the generalization of on-shell diagram formalism and Grassman-
nian integral representation for the case of form factors of operators from stress tensor
operator supermultiplet at q2 = 0. For this purpose we are going to use the approach
of [51]. It is similar to the approach of [52] which was already successfully used to derive
Grassmannian integral representation of Nk−2MHVn form factors with q
2 6= 0. However,
compared to [52] in [51] we have only considered some particular examples of form factors
and did not supplied the conjecture for general Nk−2MHVn form factors. Here we will do
that, but for a case of form factors at q2 = 0.
We begin with the observation that the number of kinematic degrees of freedom (Weyl
spinors associated to momenta of external particles + momentum carried by operator) of
10
Figure 5: Top cell Gr(3, 6) on-shell diagram and on-shell diagrams corresponding to its
codimension one boundaries. These on-shell diagrams describe different factorization
channels of NMHV6 amplitude. A) = A
(2)
6 R136, B) = A
(2)
6 R146 and C) = A
(2)
6 R135, so that
A) +B) +C) = A
(3)
6 for the [1, 2〉 BCFW shift representation (see appendix B). The sum
of other three terms gives [2, 3〉 BCFW shift representation of the same amplitude.
n-point super from factors with q2 = 0 Z
(k)
n are the same as for A
(k)
n+1 amplitude. Also
note, that MHV form factors of operators from stress tensor operator supermultiplet and
MHV amplitudes could be related as:
Z(2)n = S
−1(i, q, i+ 1)A
(2)
n+1(1, . . . , i, q, i+ 1, . . . , n). (3.14)
Here S−1(i, q, i+ 1) is inverse soft factor which depends on Weyl spinors associated with
momenta pi, q and pi+1. This factor could be viewed as some sort of IR regulator. Indeed,
the form factor Z
(2)
n is regular with respect to the q → 0 limit, while the amplitude A
(2)
n is
singular. The same will be true also for the general Nk−2MHV case. To be more precise,
in the case of tree level amplitudes we have
A
(k)
n+1
(
{ǫλs, λ˜s, ηs}, {λ1, λ˜1, η1}, ..., {λn, λ˜n, ηn}
)
=(
Sˆ1
ǫ2
+
Sˆ2
ǫ
)
A(k)n
(
{λ1, λ˜1, η1}, ..., {λn, λ˜n, ηn}
)
+ reg., ǫ→ 0 (3.15)
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Figure 6: On-shell diagram with deformed vertex [S(l1, q, l2)]
−1A
(2)
3 (l1, l2, q) (red circle).
were
Sˆ1 ≡ S =
〈1n〉
〈ns〉〈s1〉
, Sˆ2 =
λ˜α˙s
〈s1〉
∂
∂λ˜α˙1
+
λ˜α˙s
〈sn〉
∂
∂λ˜α˙n
+
ηA,s
〈s1〉
∂
∂ηA,1
+
ηA,s
〈sn〉
∂
∂ηA,n
, (3.16)
and A is SU(4)R index. ”Soft leg” s may be in any position between legs i and i + 1
and we have chosen i = n only for convenience. At the same time, while the behavior of
form factor when one of the momenta associated with external particles become soft is
essentially identical to the amplitude case, its behavior in the limit when the momentum
of the operator q becomes soft (q and its Grassmann counterpart γ (q, γ) 7→ 0) is different.
In fact, the following relation holds7 (see [32]):
Z(k)n ({λi, λ˜i, ηi}; 0, 0) ∼ g
∂A
(k)
n ({λi, λ˜i, ηi})
∂g
, (3.17)
where g is the coupling constant. It is interesting to note, that this relation must also
hold at loop level.
The simple relation between MHV form factors and amplitudes (3.14) suggests, that
on-shell diagrams for form factors will be identical to the on-shell diagrams for amplitudes
with one of the external MHV3 vertexes replaced with
Z
(2)
2 =
∫
dα1
α1
dα2
α2
Reg.(1, 2|q) δ2
(
λ˜1 + α1λ˜3
)
δ2
(
λ˜2 + α2λ˜3
)
×
× δ2 (λ3 + α1λ1 + α2λ2) δˆ
4 (η1 + α1η3) δˆ
4 (η2 + α2η3) , (3.18)
where we introduced the following notation for the inverse soft factor S−1:
Reg(i, i+ 1|q) ≡ S−1(i, q, i+ 1) =
〈iq〉〈qi+ 1〉
〈ii+ 1〉
. (3.19)
7See appendix A for notation.
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Fig.6 shows the corresponding on-shell diagram in the case of NMHV4 form factor (regu-
lated vertex was denoted by red circle). The on-shell forms corresponding to such on-shell
diagrams are then given by:
Ω(k)n =
∫ nw∏
i=1
dα1i
α1i
dα2i
α2i
nb∏
j=1
dβ1i
β1i
dβ2i
β2i
nI∏
m=1
1
U(1)m
Reg(l1[~α], l2[~α]|q)×
× δ4|4(1, . . . , i, q, i+ 1, . . . , n), (3.20)
where
δ4|4(1, . . . , i, q, i+ 1, . . . , n) =
=
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
n+1∑
l=1
Cal[~α]λ˜l
)
δ4
(
n+1∑
l=1
Cal[~α]ηl
)
n∏
b=k+1
δ2
(
n+1∑
l=1
C˜al[~α]λl
)
, (3.21)
and λ’s and η’s are taken from the ordered set (1, . . . , i, q, i+1, . . . , n). The Weyl spinors
λl1 and λl2 in Reg function could be written as:
λli =
∑
j
λja
i
j[~α], (3.22)
where aij [~α] are dimensionless functions of coordinates on Grassmannian. The explicit
form of such functions will in general depend on the on-shell diagram under consideration.
In the following we will refer to the on-shell diagrams with Reg. function included in one
of its external vertexes as regulated on-shell diagrams.
To make expressions like (3.20) useful from the computational point of view one must
provide an algorithm for constructing explicit form of aij[~α] functions for a given on-shell
diagram. For one class of on-shell diagrams the form of aij [~α] is particularly simple. These
are on-shell diagrams where regulated MHV3 vertex with external leg q is connected to
the MHV3 vertex with external leg i via so called BCFW bridge (see Fig.7 as an example
with i = 3). In this particular case one can choose individual edge variables such that
MHV3 and MHV3 vertexes become proportional to
MHV3 : δ
2(λ˜l1 + α1λ˜q)δ
2(λ˜l2 + α2λ˜q)δ
2(λq + α1λl1 + α2λl2),
MHV3 : δ
2(λl3 + β1λi)δ
2(λl2 + β2λi)δ
2(λ˜i + β1λ˜l3 + β2λ˜l2). (3.23)
Solving the constraints given by MHV3 and MHV3 vertexes δ-functions we get
MHV3 : 〈l1q〉 = α2〈l1l2〉,
MHV3 : λl2 = λiβ2, (3.24)
so that the Reg. function is written as
Reg(l1[~α], l2[~α]|q) =
〈ql1[~α]〉〈l2[~α]q〉
〈l1[~α]l2[~α]〉
= 〈iq〉α2β2. (3.25)
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β β α α
Figure 7: BCFW bridge configuration with regulated vertex.
Note, that the factors α2β2 now cancel with the similar factors from integration measure
nw∏
i=1
dα1i
α1i
dα2i
α2i
nb∏
j=1
dβ1i
β1i
dβ2i
β2i
nI∏
m=1
1
U(1)m
,
and will remove singular behavior with respect to dα2dβ2 integration. This further
supports our initial idea that additional inverse soft factor associated with regulated
MHV3 vertex will regulate soft behavior of corresponding on-shell diagram with respect
to some external momenta (with respect to the ”q leg” in our case). In the case of more
general configurations of MHV3 and MHV3 vertexes the explicit form of Reg function will
in principle be different and will depend on the choice of coordinates on the Grassmannian.
In the previous section we noted that in the case of amplitudes the on-shell diagram
corresponding to the top cell on-shell form Ωtop is of particular interest. We have also
mentioned that there are different possible choices of coordinates on Grassmannian and
one of them is given by the elements of Cai matrix itself. Now also note, that in such
coordinates Reg function (3.25) for top cell diagram can be written as (at least for the
simplest cases of on-shell diagrams relevant for MHVn and NMHV4 form factors)
Reg(l1, l2|q) = 〈iq〉
Ma
Mb
, Ma,b are some (in general non-consecutive) minors of matrix Cai.
(3.26)
The main goal of the present consideration of on-shell diagrams for form factors is to
find an analog of Ωtop for Nk−2MHVn form factors. It is reasonable to suggest that an
analog of Ωtop for form factors could be found as a linear combination of regulated Ωtop
on-shell forms for the amplitudes, where Reg functions are chosen in the form of ansatz
Reg =
∑
i
〈iq〉
M
(i)
a
M
(i)
b
. (3.27)
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of none zero form factors Z
(k)
n with q2 = 0. The black
dots corresponds to the form factor reproduced in this paper.
The explicit form of M
(i)
a /M
(i)
b could be further fixed by comparison with some known
explicit results from BCFW recursion. Indeed, it is easy to see, that in the case when
Grassmannian integral is fully localized on δ-functions, i.e. in the case of Nk−2MHVk+1
(green arrow in Fig.8) and MHVn form factors (red arrow in Fig.8) the latter could be
written as linear combination of Nk−2MHVk+2 and MHVn+1 amplitudes:
Z
(k)
k+1 =
k+1∑
j=4
〈q|p1 + pj + . . .+ pk+1|2]
[q2]
A
(k)
k+2(1, . . . , j − 1, q, j, . . . , k + 1) +
+
〈q|p1|2]
[q2]
A
(k)
k+2(1, . . . , k + 1, q), k ≥ 3. (3.28)
and
Z(2)n = 〈q1〉
〈qn〉
〈1n〉
A
(2)
n+1(1, . . . , n, q). (3.29)
This representation could be obtained from BCFW recursion for [1, 2〉 shift. Analyzing
coefficients in front of A
(k)
k+2 amplitudes as well as individual contributions to BCFW
recursion in NMHV sector we can fix the form ofM
(i)
a /M
(i)
b minor ratios as well as explicit
form for the sum of regulated on-shell forms Ωtop which should reproduce Nk−2MHVn form
factors after integration over appropriate contours.
The explicit results for Grassmannian integral representation for form factors of oper-
ators from stress-tensor operator supermultiplet at q2 = 0 will be given in next section,
while at the end of this section we want to make some speculations about the role of
permutations for regulated on-shell diagrams we introduced. The permutation associated
with a given on-shell diagram can be constructed by starting from external leg i and
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Figure 9: Elementary permutation (”paths”) associated with regulated MHV3 vertex in
the on-shell diagrams.
Figure 10: Example of two on-shell diagrams with identical permutations but with differ-
ent Reg functions. The regulated vertex corresponding to form factor is not shown.
moving along the ”left-right path” until finishing at another external leg j. The natural
prescription when there is regulated vertex in the on-shell diagram may be the follow-
ing: one should ”turn back” at regulated vertex (see Fig. 9). This way the regulated
on-shell diagrams which differ from one another by the explicit form of Reg function will
correspond to the same permutation. Then it is natural to conjecture that one must sum
over such sets of on-shell diagrams. This may explain why one have to consider linear
combination of top-cell like objects in the case of form factor in contrast to the amplitude
case. See Fig. 10 for example of on-shell diagrams relevant to the NMHV4 case.
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4 Conjecture for Grassmannian representation for form
factors with q2 = 0
Now we are ready to present a conjecture for the analog of top-cell Grassmannian integral
for form factors of operators from stress tensor operator supermultiplet at q2 = 0. We
claim that by appropriate choice of integration contour Γ the on-shell form Ω
(k)
n [Γ]:
Ω(k)n [Γ] =
k+1∑
j=4
∫
Γ
dn+1×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
Reg
R,(k)
j
M1...Mn+1
δ4|4(1, . . . , j − 1, q, j, . . . , n) +
+
∫
Γ
dn+1×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
Reg
L,(k)
n
M1...Mn+1
δ4|4(1, . . . , n, q), (4.30)
will reproduce all tree level Nk−2MHV form factors of operators from stress tensor super-
multiplet with q2 = 0. Here, functions8 Reg
R,(k)
j and Reg
L,(k)
n regulate soft behavior of
Ω
(k)
n [Γ] with respect to {λq, λ˜q} momentum and are given by
Reg
R,(k)
j = 〈q1〉
(k + 1k + 2 3 . . . k)
(13 . . . j − 1 j + 1 . . . n+ 1)
+
k+1∑
i=j
〈qi〉
(13 . . . i i+ 2 . . . k + 2)
(13 . . . j − 1 j + 1 . . . n+ 1)
RegL,(k)n = 〈q1〉
(nn+ 1 3 . . . k)
(1n 3 . . . k)
, (4.31)
for k ≥ 3 and by
Reg
R,(2)
j = 0, Reg
L,(2)
n = 〈q1〉
(nn+ 1)
(1n)
, (4.32)
for k = 2. For example, the expressions for NMHV4,5 form factors can be obtained using
Ω
(3)
4 and Ω
(3)
5 on-shell forms (for saving space we will use shorthand notation
∫
dn+1×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
≡∫
):
Ω
(3)
4 =
∫ (
〈1q〉
(345)
(135)
+ 〈4q〉
(134)
(135)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4)
M1 . . .M5
+
∫ (
〈1q〉
(345)
(134)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, q)
M1 . . .M5
,
(4.33)
Ω
(3)
5 =
∫ (
〈1q〉
(345)
(135)
+ 〈4q〉
(134)
(135)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5)
M1 . . .M6
+
∫ (
〈1q〉
(356)
(135)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q)
M1 . . .M6
.
(4.34)
8Here superscripts L and R denote terms which give rise to BCFW contributions with the form factor
standing either to the left or to the right of amplitude. See the discussion at the end of this section.
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In the case of N2MHV5 form factor the corresponding expression could be obtained using
Ω
(4)
5 on-shell form:
Ω
(4)
5 =
∫ (
〈1q〉
(3456)
(1356)
+ 〈4q〉
(1346)
(1356)
+ 〈5q〉
(1345)
(1356)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5)
M1 . . .M6
+
+
∫ (
〈1q〉
(3456)
(1346)
+ 〈5q〉
(1345)
(1346)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, q, 5)
M1 . . .M6
+
+
∫ (
〈1q〉
(3456)
(1345)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q)
M1 . . .M6
. (4.35)
Note that in all expressions above the integrations are made with respect to Cai matrix
elements parameterizing the points of corresponding Grassmannians. All the above ex-
pressions could be combined under one integral sign and were split into parts only for
convenience. In the next sections we will present the checks of our conjecture on some
particular examples as well as investigate different choices for integration contours.
Before proceeding to the next section let us stop for the moment and discuss additional
heuristic arguments in favor of our conjecture for the analog of top cell object for form
factors. First, in the case of the amplitudes with n = k+2 there is only one contribution
from BCFW recursion (at fixed k) coinciding with top cell on-shell diagram, so that
the corresponding integration over Grassmannian is trivial and is fully localized on δ-
functions. In the case of form factors with q2 = 0 the analog of n = k + 2 series for
amplitudes is given by n = k − 1 series. However, there are now k − 1 contributions
from BCFW recursion (at fixed k). Each contribution is proportional to the regulated
amplitude like top cell on-shell diagram with regulated vertex with momentum q being
inserted between vertexes with momenta i and i+ 1. The explicit positions of insertions
in (4.30) may be related to permutations associated with regulated on-shell diagrams. We
want to stress, that (4.30) reproduces n = k + 1 series of form factors by construction.
Next we assume that for fixed k and n > k+1 (when Grassmannian integral is no longer
localized on δ-functions) both the structure of Reg functions and their insertion positions
will be essentially the same. In the next section we use the nontrivial example of NMHV5
form factor to verify this claim.
Finally, the BCFW terms could be split into two groups with respect to whether
the form factor stands to the left or to the right of the amplitude in the corresponding
BCFW diagram. This explains R and L superscript notation in Reg functions. Then,
the residues of corresponding Grassmannian integrals should reproduce ”left” and ”right”
BCFW terms.
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Figure 11: BCFW diagrams for [1, 2〉 shift and corresponding R(1,2)ijk functions for Z
(3)
4 .
Dark grey vertex is MHVn form factor.
5 MHVn, N
k−2MHVk+1, NMHV5 form factors from
Grassmannian integral and soft limit consistency
check
The MHVn form factors (red arrow in Fig. 8):
Z(2)n = 〈q1〉
〈qn〉
〈1n〉
A
(2)
n+1(1, . . . , n, q) =
δ8(q1...n + γ)
〈12〉 . . . 〈n1〉
, (5.36)
are reproduced from (4.30) trivially. For a series of form factors with fixed k and n = k+1
we should verify that integration over Grassmannian in (4.30) reproduces explicit results
(3.28) following from BCFW recursion. We have explicitly checked that in the case of
Z
(3)
4 , Z
(4)
5 and Z
(5)
6 form factors both BCFW recursion with [1, 2〉 shift and Grassmannian
representation (4.30) give
Z
(3)
4 = δ
8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(123)
〈4q〉4
(
〈1q〉[12][q3][14] + 〈3q〉[23][34][q1]
[1q][2q][3q][4q]P∗(1234)
)
, (5.37)
and
Z
(4)
5 = δ
8(q1...5 + γ)
( δˆ4(12q)δˆ4(345)
(p2345)
4
〈q|p1|2]
[q2]P∗(12345q)
+
δˆ4(125)δˆ4(34q)
(p2125)
4
〈q|p3|5]
[q5]P∗(12q345)
+
δˆ4(125)δˆ4(34q)
(p2125)
4
〈q|p4|2]
[q2]P∗(1234q5)
)
. (5.38)
Here, to have a compact representation we introduced some new notation which is ex-
plained in appendix A. The details of Grassmannian integral evaluation as well as explicit
results for Z
(5)
6 form factor could be found in appendix B. In the case of Z
(3)
4 , Z
(4)
5 and
Z
(5)
6 form factors we have also verified cyclical symmetry of the result with respect to
permutation P of momenta of external particles (the permutation does not act on the
momentum q of operator)
Next, we verified that (4.30) reproduces BCFW result for Z
(3)
5 form factor, which is
none trivial check as the result for this form factor was not used when deriving (4.30). The
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Figure 12: BCFW diagrams for [1, 2〉 shift and corresponding R(1,2)ijk functions for Z
(3)
5 .
Dark grey vertexes are MHVn and NMHV4 form factors.
BCFW result for Z
(3)
5 form factor contains 6 terms, which could be extracted either from
the general solution of BCFW recursion in NMHV sector or from direct consideration of
[1, 2〉 BCFW shift for this particular form factor (see Fig. 12 and (B.87)):
Z(3)n = Z
(2)
n
(
n−2∑
i=2
n−1∑
j=i+1
R
(1)
1ji +
n−2∑
i=2
n∑
j=i+2
R
(2)
1ji
)
, (5.39)
where the definition of R
(1,2)
rst functions could be found in appendix B. We will label
mentioned six terms as A1 = Z
(2)
n R
(2)
152, B1 = Z
(2)
n R
(2)
142, C1 = Z
(2)
n R
(2)
153 and A2 = Z
(2)
n R
(2)
132,
= Z
(2)
n R
(2)
142, C2 = Z
(2)
n R
(2)
153 (see Fig. 12). The explicit expressions for these terms are
given in appendix B. So, we have
Z
(3) [1,2〉
5 = A1 +B1 + A2 +B2 + C1 + C2. (5.40)
The integral over Grassmannian in this case is no longer localized on δ-functions and can
be reduced to one-dimensional integral over complex parameter τ , which could be further
evaluated by residues. It is convenient to label the residues of integral at poles 1/Mi and
1/(135) as {i} and {∗} correspondingly. We also choose the contour of integration over τ
Γ135 to encircle poles {5}, {3} and {1} similar to the amplitude case. This way we get
{5} = B1 +B2, {3} = A1 + A2, {1} = C1 + C2, (5.41)
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and
Ω
(3)
5 [Γ135] = Z
(3) [1,2〉
5 . (5.42)
It is interesting to note that if we split the Grassmannian integral into ”left” and ”right”
parts then A1, B1 terms will be given by ”left”, while A2, B2 terms by ”right” part. That
is
A1 +B1 =
∫
Γ53
Reg
L,(3)
5
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q)
M1 . . .M6
, A2 +B2 =
∫
Γ53
Reg
R,(3)
4
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5)
M1 . . .M6
.
(5.43)
For the residues at {1} pole on the other hand we get
C˜1 =
∫
Γ1
Reg
L,(3)
5
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q)
M1 . . .M6
, C˜2 =
∫
Γ1
Reg
R,(3)
4
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5)
M1 . . .M6
. (5.44)
where individual terms C˜1 and C˜2 are different from C1, C2, but fortunately their sums
coincide C˜1+C˜2 = C1+C2. From this particular example we see that analytical relations
between individual BCFW contributions and individual residues of Ω
(k)
n become rather
none trivial even in NMHV sector in contrast to the amplitude case.
Let us now perform another self consistency check of our conjecture. It was initially
claimed that R
R,(k)
j and R
L,(k)
n functions should regulate soft behavior of form factors with
respect to soft limit q → 0. The soft behavior of amplitudes within Grassmannian integral
formulation was considered in details in [68]. Here we want to use the results of [68] to
show that the relation (3.17) could be also reproduced by taking soft limit with respect
to momentum q in (4.30). In other words if our conjecture for Ω
(k)
n in the case of form
factors is correct then the following relation must hold9:
Ω(k)n [Γ
tree
n ]
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
∼ A(k)n +O(ǫ), ǫ→ 0. (5.45)
Here Γtreen is the contour corresponding to N
k−2MHVn amplitude. For this purpose lets
consider first non-trivial case given by Ω
(3)
n on-shell form. It is convenient to split it into left
Ω
L,(3)
n and right Ω
R,(3)
n parts. Lets consider Ω
L,(3)
n part first. Using the notation from [68]
we parametrize Cal matrix as (the columns are numerated as (1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, n, n+ 1))
C =

 0 cn−22 a . . . 1 0 cn−2n0 cn−12 b . . . 0 1 cn−1n
1 c12 c . . . 0 0 c1n

 . (5.46)
9Here ∼ means the presence of numerical coefficient k − 1.
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In this parametrization the minors in Reg
L,(3)
n function are given by
(3nn+ 1) = ac1n, (13n) = a, so
(3nn+ 1)
(13n)
= c1n. (5.47)
and Ω
L,(3)
n in the vicinity of point (nn+ 11) = 0 could be written as
∫
Γ
Reg
L,(3)
n δ4|4(1, . . . , n, q)
M1...Mn+1
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
=
∫
d3cInδ
2(ǫλq − λIcIn)
ǫReg
L,(3)
n (n− 1n1)′(n12)′
(n− 1nn + 1)(nn+ 11)(n+ 112)
×
∫ ′
Γ′
δ4|4(1ˆ, . . . , n− 1, nˆ)
M1...Mn
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
, (5.48)
where∫
≡
∫
dn+1×3Cal
V ol[GL(3)]
,
∫ ′
≡
∫
dn×3Cal
V ol[GL(3)]
,
∫
d3cIn =
∫
dc1ndcn−1ndcn−2n, (5.49)
and primes after some minors like (n − 1n1)′ mean that they should be evaluated in
Gr(3, n) Grassmannian compared to other minors evaluated in Gr(3, n+1) Grassmannian,
Γ contour contains the same poles as Γ′ plus additional pole (nn + 11). Extra hats, like
1ˆ and nˆ mean that corresponding antiholomorphic spinors λ˜1,λ˜n and ηn get shifted as
ˆ˜
λ1 = λ˜1 + c1nλ˜q,
ˆ˜
λn = λ˜n + cn−1nλ˜q,
ηˆn = ηn + cn−1nηq. (5.50)
The sum λIcIn is given by
λIcIn = λn−1cn−2n + λncn−1n + λ1c1n. (5.51)
The integral
∫
d3cIn is evaluated taking residue at pole (nn + 11), which fixes the cn−2n
and cn−1n, c1n coefficients to be
cn−2n = 0, cn−1n =
〈1q〉ǫ
〈1n〉
, c1n =
〈nq〉ǫ
〈1n〉
. (5.52)
All other coefficients of Cla matrix cancel out. Then the result of integration could be
written as∫
d3cInδ
2(ǫλq − λIcIn)
ǫReg
L,(3)
n (n− 1n1)′(n12)′
(n− 1nn+ 1)(nn+ 11)(n+ 112)
=
〈1n〉
ǫ2〈1q〉〈qn〉
ǫRegL,(3)
∣∣∣
(nn+11)
,
(5.53)
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with Reg
L,(3)
n evaluated at (nn+ 11) given by
ǫRegL,(3)
∣∣∣
(nn+11)
=
ǫ2〈1q〉〈qn〉
〈1n〉
, (5.54)
which is exactly inverse soft factor S−1(1, q, n) as we expected. So taking ǫ→ 0 limit and
taking into account (5.50) and (5.52) we can write
ΩL,(3)n
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
=
∫
Γ
Reg
L,(3)
n δ4|4(1, . . . , n, q)
M1...Mn+1
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
= A(3)n (1, . . . , n) +O(ǫ), (5.55)
for Γ = Γtreen .
Now lets turn to Ω
R,(3)
n contribution . Rearranging external kinematical data such that
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, . . . , n) = δ4|4(4, 5, 6, . . . , n, 1, 2, 3, q) and using the results obtained above
with simple column relabeling in minors
1 2 3 . . . n− 1 n n+ 1
↓ ↓ ↓ . . . ↓ ↓ ↓
5 6 7 . . . 2 3 4
(5.56)
to evaluate their ratios
(345)
(135)
∣∣∣
(345)
= 0,
(134)
(135)
= c1n, (5.57)
together with the value of Reg
R,(3)
4 function at (345) residue
ǫReg
R,(3)
4
∣∣∣
(345)
=
ǫ2〈3q〉〈q4〉
〈34〉
. (5.58)
we get
ΩR,(3)n
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
=
∫
Γ
Reg
R,(3)
4 δ
4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 5, . . . , n)
M1...Mn+1
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
= A(3)n (1, . . . , n) +O(ǫ), (5.59)
with Γ = Γtreen . Combining both contributions together we get
Ω(3)n
∣∣∣
λq 7→ǫλq
= 2A(3)n (1, . . . , n) +O(ǫ). (5.60)
Similar consideration for the case of Ω
(k)
n , k > 3 is more complicated (but still possible
using the results of [68]). Most of the ratios of minors in Reg
R,(k)
j function should evaluate
to 0 due to specific gauge choice made when evaluating residues at corresponding poles.
The rest of minors should evaluate to the S−1(j, q, j + 1). The same should be true for
Reg
L,(k)
n function.
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In the end of this section we would like to comment on the freedom in the choice for
explicit Reg
L,(k)
n and Reg
R,(k)
j functions expressions. Most likely the choice made in (4.31)
is not unique. Indeed, we have the following curious identity for the minors ratios in the
case of NMHV4 and NMHV5 form factors:
〈3q〉
(145)
(135)
= 〈1q〉
(345)
(135)
+ 〈4q〉
(134)
(135)
, (5.61)
in the case of NMHV4 form factor it is just the consequence of momentum conservation.
Surprisingly the same relation holds also for the NMHV5 form factor in a sense that
〈3q〉
(145)
(135)
∣∣∣
M1,M3,M5
= 〈1q〉
(345)
(135)
∣∣∣
M1,M3,M5
+ 〈4q〉
(134)
(135)
∣∣∣
M1,M3,M5
, (5.62)
where subscript |M1,M3,M5 means that minors should be evaluated at corresponding residues.
This means that choosing
Reg
R,(3)
4 = 〈3q〉
(145)
(135)
, (5.63)
instead of (4.31) will give us identical result for NMHV4 and NMHV5 form factors. One
may wonder if relations like (5.62) exist in the general Gr(k, n) case10 and whether is it
possible to simplify representation (4.31) for Reg functions further. We haven’t found
more simple expression that correctly reproduces Nk−2MHVk+1 and NMHVn form factors
in a universal way, but of course that doesn’t mean that such more simple representation
doesn’t exists.
6 Different contours in Grassmannian and NMHV5
form factor
In this section we would like to discuss how the cancellation of spurious poles and the rela-
tions between different BCFW representations for form factors follow from our Grassman-
nian representation. To do that we will consider NMHV5 form factor discussed previously
as an example.
Lets start with the relations between different BCFW representations for form factors.
The general analytical structure of tree level form factors could be described as follows:
the form factor is given by a sum of terms each having physical poles corresponding to
different factorization channels. At the same time spurious poles if present should cancel
in the sum of terms. In the case of NMHV5 form factor the physical poles are either of the
form 〈ii+1〉[ii+1] (so called collinear poles), 〈iq〉[iq] or of the form p2ijk = (pi+ pj + pk)
2
10Note that these relations among minors are not, at least explicitly, Plucker relations since they involve
dimensionfull parameters such as 〈iq〉.
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Figure 13: Different integration contours in τ plain.
(multiparticle poles). Here we will stop on the structure of the multiparticle poles. For
the [1, 2〉 BCFW shift representation of NMHV5 form factor they could be identified term
by term, after some algebra, with the terms from the sum of residues {1}, {3}, {5} in
(4.34) also having multiparticle poles (here we write p2ijk with indexes matching those in
corresponding Grassmann δ - functions δˆ4(ijk)):
{1} : p2q45; {3} : p
2
23q, p12q; {5} : p
2
234, p
2
125; (6.64)
that is [1, 2〉 BCFW shift representation of NMHV5 form factor contains the following set
of multiparticle poles
P [1,2〉 = {p245q, p
2
23q, p12q, p
2
234, p
2
125}. (6.65)
Using [2, 3〉 BCFW shift one can obtain representation for NMHV5 form factor with poles
P [2,3〉 = {p223q, p
2
34q, p345, p
2
123, p
2
51q} = PP
[1,2〉. (6.66)
It is easy to see that other BCFW representations will not contain new multiparticle poles
as P2P [1,2〉 = P [1,2〉 and the set of poles
{P [1,2〉, P [2,3〉 = PP [1,2〉}, (6.67)
is closed under permutation P. It is tempting to try to reproduce analytical expression for
[2, 3〉 BCFW shift representation of NMHV5 form factor as the sum over residues given by
contour Γ246∗
11. Unfortunately such term by term identification is not possible without
extra algebra involving rearrangements of spinor products (which is not surprising since
11We want to emphasize that we are interested in explicit analytical relation between different BCFW
representations. Otherwise, of course Cauchy theorem ensures that the sums of residues given by contours
Γ135 and Γ246∗ are equal.
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Figure 14: Differences between physical and spurious poles. Red arrow corresponds to
the ”collision of spurious poles”. Green arrow corresponds to the ”collision of physical
poles”.
term by term identification of [1, 2〉 BCFW shift representation with the sum of residues
corresponding to contour Γ135 already involves some algebra). On other hand the set of
multiparticle poles in the sum of residues for the contour Γ246∗ is precisely given by P
[2,3〉.
The collinear poles are identical in all BCFW representations/sums of residues. In any
case we see that different choices of integration contours in our deformed Grassmannian
integral representation allow us to obtain some non-trivial relations between rational
functions similar to those in the amplitude case.
The careful reader may already noticed that the discussion of the relations between
different BCFW representations is somewhat redundant (at least in the NMHV case),
because momentum conservation in this case allows one to rewrite the set of poles P [1,2〉
in a manifestly cyclically invariant form. That is the relation between different BCFW
representations for form factors with q2 = 0 may turn out to be trivial.
Let us now discuss the cancellation of spurious poles between individual BCFW terms
contributing to NMHV5 form factor. The situation here is identical to the case of NMHV6
amplitude. The positions of 1/M1, . . . , 1/M6 and 1/(135) poles in complex τ plane depend
on external kinematical data. The vanishing of some combinations of spinors like p2123 → 0
or [3|4+5|q〉 → 0 corresponds to the collisions of two poles from the set 1/M1, . . . , 1/M6,
1/(135). The difference between vanishing of [3|4 + 5|q〉 → 0 (which is a spurious pole
of the individual BCFW term) and vanishing of p2123 → 0 (which is the physical pole of
the form factor) is the following. In the case of [3|4 + 5|q〉 → 0 the sum of residues for
the Grassmannian integral with contour Γ135 (or Γ246∗) is always regular as the collision
of poles occurs inside the integration contour and it is always possible to choose opposite
direction for it to avoid this possible singularity. On other hand the situation with physical
pole of the form factor (like p2123 → 0) is different and corresponds to the collision of τ
plane poles lying on the opposite sides of integration contour. In the case of p2123 → 0
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we have the collision of 1/M1 and 1/M4 poles and this singularity can not be avoided
(see Fig. 14). We expect that similar situation will occur also in more complicated cases
with Nk−2MHV form factors in full analogy with the amplitude case. This brings us to
the following questions: is it possible to interpret the residues of (4.30) as a basis for the
leading singularities of form factors and whether there is a general prescription for the
choice of integration contour in more complicated cases of Nk−2MHV form factors? As
we have seen in the case of NMHV5 form factor at least some of the residues are equal
to the combination Z
(0)
5 R
(1,2)
ijk . The quadruple cuts of one-loop form factor will contain
exactly this combination [33]. However, mainly because there are no explicit answers
available for the higher loop Nk−2MHV form factors it is hard to speculate further. We
are going to investigate this question in upcoming publications. One can also notice that
the Γ135 contour is in fact identical to the one in the case of NMHV6 amplitude. We may
conjecture that in the general case the integration contour appropriate for the Nk−2MHVn
form factors may be chosen similar to the case of Nk−2MHVn+1 amplitude ([1, 2〉 BCFW
representation).
7 Discussion and open questions
Here we want to address several general questions regarding the construction presented
in this article and form factors of 1/2-BPS operators in N = 4 SYM in general.
First, it would be important to deeper understand the combinatorics behind introduced
here regulated on-shell diagrams (the role of permutations, nonplanarity and so on).
Among other things this may be important for the construction of the analog of BCFW
recursion for the integrands of form factors at loop level.
Second, it would be interesting to investigate further soft limit properties of the form
factors of operators from stress tensor operator supermultiplet with q2 6= 0. One should
be able to recover (3.17) via double soft limit with respect to the spinor variables param-
eterizing off-shell momentum q. The behavior of more general 1/2-BPS form factors is
also likely to be regular with respect to q → 0 limit. One can try to use the idea of regu-
lated Grassmannian integral to describe form factors of these more general operators via
the introduction of appropriate regulator functions similar to those in the case of MHVn
1/2-BPS form factors. However in the light of recent developments [52] - it is not clear
whether this strategy is easier.
In [52] it was noted that at least in NMHV sector one can separate the residues of
Grassmannian integral (more accurately the ratio of Grassmannian integral and MHVn
form factor) in two groups. Using momentum twistor representation one can show that
one group contains residues proportional to
Ai = ci[1, n, i, n̂+ 1, n̂+ 2],
where ci is some rational function of momentum twistor products 〈abcd〉, Zˆn+1 and Zˆn+2
twistors are introduced to close the period of the periodical contour in momentum twistor
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space, i = 2, ..., n − 1. See [52] for details. The other group of residues are given by
explicitly Yangian invariant functions
Bijk = [1, n, i, j, k],
i, j, k = 2, ..., n − 1, n̂+ 1, n̂+ 2. So, in principle, one can always choose a contour of
integration in such a way that to obtain Yangian invariant expression (the contour of
integration which encircles only poles giving Bijk residues). However, such ”Yangian
invariant contour” will not lead to local expressions and spurious poles will not cancel. In
more complicated cases of (Nk−2MHV, k > 3) form factors the situation is less clear. One
may hope however, that the q2 = 0 case is both simpler and ”better” in this respect. We
hope that in this case the integration contour in the Grassmannian integral may be chosen
in a way, that both Yangian invariance and locality will be preserved. Indeed, it is likely
that regardless of the particular momentum twistor parametrization the NMHVn form
factors with q2 = 0 are given by linear combination of [a, b, c, d, e] Yangian invariants [68]
(more accurately the ratio of NMHVn to MHVn). We are going to address this question
in detail in a separate publication.
Finally, all conjectured so far Grassmannian integral formulations for form factors (the
one in the present paper and the one from [52]) are given by a linear combinations of top-
cell like Grassmannian integrals which are, at least in some cases, not manifestly cyclically
invariant with respect to permutations of external states (particles) (the corresponding
sums of residues for such Grassmannian integrals are cyclically invariant with respect to
such permutations). One may wonder whether it is possible to construct a representation
for form factors which will be given by a single term and be manifestly cyclically invariant?
Also, it is interesting to find an analogs of the objects considered here within context of
twistor string theories (correlation functions of vertex operators corresponding to open
string states together with one vertex operator corresponding to closed string state).
8 Conclusion
In this article we considered form factors of operators from N = 4 SYM stress tensor
operator supermultiplet in the special limit of light-like momentum q2 = 0 carried by
operator. For this special case we have conjectured the Grassmannian integral repre-
sentation valid both for tree-level form factors and for leading singularities of their loop
counterparts. The derivation presented is based on the idea, that the Grassmannian in-
tegrals for form factors should be regulated with respect to the soft limit of momentum
carried by operator compared to the Grassmannian integrals for amplitudes.
We have successfully verified our conjecture by reproducing known results for MHVn,
Nk−2MHVk+1 and NMHV5 form factors as well as correct soft limit with respect to mo-
mentum carried by operator. Using the obtained Grassmannian integral representation
we have also discussed, on a particular example of NMHV5 form factor, the relations
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between different BCFW representations and cancellation of spurious poles. It turns out,
that everything works very similar to the case of amplitudes.
We hope that the construction and ideas presented here will be useful for further
studies of integrability of form factor both at tree and loop level, construction of form
factors of more general operators as well as for further investigation of relations between
N = 4 SYM and twistor string theories.
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A Form factors of operators from stress tensor oper-
ator supermultiplet in N = 4 SYM
This appendix serves as an introduction to some essential ideas and notation12 regarding
the general structure of form factors of operators from stress-tensor operator supermulti-
plet formulated in harmonic superspace.
To describe stress-tensor operator supermultiplet in a manifestly supersymmetric and
SU(4)R covariant way it is useful to consider harmonic superspace parameterized by the
following set of coordinates [69, 70]:
N = 4 harmonic superspace = {xαα˙, θ+aα , θ
−a′
α , θ¯
+
a α˙, θ¯
−
a′ α˙, u
+a
A , u
−a′
A }. (A.68)
Here u+aA , u
−a′
A is a set of harmonic coordinates parameterizing coset
SU(4)
SU(2)× SU(2)′ × U(1)
,
A is SU(4) index, a and a′ are SU(2) indices, ± denote U(1) charges; θ’s are Grassmann
coordinates, while α and α˙ are SL(2,C) indices.
The stress-tensor operator supermultiplet is given by
T = Tr(W++W++) (A.69)
whereW++(x, θ+, θ¯+) is the harmonic superfield containing all component fields of N = 4
SYM supermultiplet. The latter are given by six scalars φAB (anti-symmetric in the
12In what follows we will avoid writing some of indices explicitly in some expressions where it will not
lead to confusion.
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SU(4)R indices AB), four Weyl fermions ψ
A
α and gauge field strength tensor F
µν , all
transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(Nc) gauge group. We would like to
note, that W++ superfield is on-shell in the sense that the algebra of supersymmetry
transformations leaving it invariant is closed only if the component fields in W++ obey
their equations of motion.
Next, to describe on-shell states of N = 4 SYM supermultiplet it is convenient to
introduce on-shell momentum superspace, which in its harmonic version is given by
N = 4 harmonic on-shell momentum superspace = {λα, λ˜α˙, η
−
a , η
+
a′ , u
+a
A , u
−a′
A }.
(A.70)
Here λα, λ˜α˙ are two commuting SL(2,C) Weyl spinors parameterizing momentum of
massless on-shell state pαα˙ = λαλ˜α˙ (p
2 = 0). All creation/annihilation operators of on-
shell states of N = 4 SYM supermultiplet given by two physical polarizations of gluons
|g−〉, |g+〉, four fermions |ΓA〉 with positive and four fermions |Γ¯A〉 with negative helicity
together with six real scalars |φAB〉 (anti-symmetric in the SU(4)R indices AB ) can be
combined together into one manifestly supersymmetry invariant “superstate” |Ωi〉 = Ωi|0〉
(index i numerates states)
|Ωi〉 =
(
g+i + (ηΓi) +
1
2!
(ηηφi) +
1
3!
(εηηηΓ¯i) +
1
4!
(εηηηη)g−i
)
|0〉, (A.71)
where (. . .) schematically represents contractions with respect to the SU(2)×SU(2)′×U(1)
indices and (ε . . .) represents additional contraction with εABCD symbol. It is assumed
that all SU(4) indices should be expressed in terms of SU(2)×SU(2)′×U(1) indices using
harmonic variables u. The n particle superstate |Ω1 . . .Ωn〉 is then given by |Ω1 . . .Ωn〉 =∏n
i=1Ωi|0〉. It turns out that to obtain form factors of full stress tensor operator super-
multiplet at tree level it is enough to consider only its chiral or self dual truncation, which
is realized by simply putting all θ¯ to zero in T :
T (x, θ+) = Tr(W++W++)|θ¯=0. (A.72)
All operators in T supermultiplet are constructed using the fields from the self dual part
of the full N = 4 SYM supermultiplet. It is important to note that all component fields
in T may be considered off-shell now. Using on-shell momentum and harmonic N = 4
SYM superspaces the functional dependence of color ordered form factors Zn of operators
from the chiral truncation of stress-tensor operator supermultiplet could be written as
〈Ω1 . . .Ωn|T (q, γ
−)|0〉 = Zn({λ, λ˜, η}; q, γ
−), (A.73)
where {λ, λ˜, η} are parameters of the external on-shell states, while γ− and q parametrize
the operator content of the chiral part ofN = 4 SYM stress-tensor operator supermultiplet
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and its momentum. It is assumed that the following transformation from x, θ+ to q, γ−
was performed
Tˆ [. . .] =
∫
d4xαα˙ d−4θ exp(iqx+ θ+γ−)[. . .]. (A.74)
Using invariance under supersymmetry transformations (Zn should be annihilated by
an appropriate set of supercharges) we can further fix the Grassmann structure of the
form factor (see [31, 32] for more detais):
Zn({λ, λ˜, η}; q, γ
−) = δ4(
n∑
i=1
λiαλ˜
i
α˙ − qαα˙)δ
−4(q−aα + γ
−
aα)δ
+4(q+a′α)Xn
(
{λ, λ˜, η}
)
,
Xn = X
(0)
n + X
(4)
n + . . .+ X
(4n−8)
n (A.75)
and
q+a′α =
n∑
i=1
λiαη
+
a′i, q
−
aα =
n∑
i=1
λiαη
−
ai, (A.76)
Here X (4m)n are the homogeneous SU(4)R and SU(2)×SU(2)
′×U(1) invariant polynomials
of the order 4m in Grassmann variables. The structure (A.75) is valid both at tree and
loop level. The Grassmann δ-functions which one could encounter in this article are given
by:
δ−4(q−aα) =
n∑
i,j=1
2∏
a,b=1
〈ij〉η−a,iη
−
b,j, δ
+4(q+aα) =
n∑
i,j=1
2∏
a′,b′=1
〈ij〉η+a′,iη
+
b′,j, (A.77)
and
δˆ−2(X−a) =
2∏
a=1
X−a, δˆ+2(X+a′ ) =
2∏
a=1
X+a′ . (A.78)
For convenience we have also introduced the following shorthand notations for bosonic
and Grassmann δˆ4 delta-functions:
δ−4δ+4 ≡ δ8, δˆ−2δˆ+2 ≡ δˆ4, δ8(q + γ) ≡ δ8(q1...n + γ) ≡ δ
−4(q−aα + γ
−
aα)δ
+4(q+a′α), (A.79)
and
δˆ4(ijk) ≡ δˆ4(ηi[jk] + ηj[ki] + ηk[ij]). (A.80)
The strings of spinor products were abbreviated as
P(1 . . . n) ≡ 〈12〉〈23〉...〈n1〉, P∗(1 . . . n) ≡ [12][23]...[n1]. (A.81)
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Note that the condition q2 = 0 doesn’t change much in the general structure (A.75)
of form factor. The condition q2 = 0 just allows us to decompose operator momentum as
qαα˙ = λα,qλ˜α˙,q. Using momentum conservation we may always get rid of q dependence in
Xn, which we emphasized by writing Xn
(
{λ, λ˜, η}
)
. On the other hand it is not necessary
and we actually find more convenient to keep q dependence in Xn’s in the present paper.
It is easy to see, that X (0)n , X
(4)
n etc. are analogs of MHV, NMHV etc. parts of
the superamplitude [4]. For example, the part of super form factor proportional to X (0)n
contains component form factors with the overall helicity of external states equal to n−2.
The latter are known as MHV form factors. Part of super form factor proportional to
X (4)n contains component form factors with overall helicity n − 4, so called NMHV form
factors and so on up to X (4n−8)n MHV form factors with overall helicity 2− n.
In [31] it was claimed that at least at tree level it is still possible to describe the form
factors of the full non-chiral stress tensor operator supermultiplet using fullW++(x, θ+, θ¯+)
superfields. All the essential information is contained in Xn
(
{λ, λ˜, η}
)
functions, which
could be computed in the chiral truncated sector and the form factors of the full stress
tensor operator supermultiplet could then be recovered from them. Introducing non-
chiral on-shell momentum superspace together with Grassmann Fourier transform from
η+i to η¯
−
i variables and performing Tˆ transformation from (x, θ
+, θ¯+) to (q, γ−, γ¯−) with
account for supersymmetry constraints the form factors of the full stress tensor operator
supermultiplet Zfulln could be written as
Zfulln ({λ, λ˜, η, η¯}, {q, γ
−, γ¯−}) = δ4(
n∑
i=1
λiαλ˜
i
α˙ − qαα˙)δ
−4(q−aα + γ
−
aα)δ
−4(q¯−a
′
α + γ¯
−a′
α )×
×
∫ n∏
k=1
d+2ηk exp(η
+
k η¯
−
k )δ
+4(q+a′α)Xn
(
{λ, λ˜, η}
)
,
(A.82)
In the present article however we will work only with the chiral truncation of stress-tensor
operator supermultiplet.
Using the BCFW recursion relations [29] one can show that MHV form factors could
be written as (here we dropped the momentum conservation δ-function)
Z(2)n = δ
8(q + γ)X (0)n , X
(0)
n =
1
P(1 . . . n)
. (A.83)
It is instructive to compare them with well known results for the tree level MHVn and
MHV3 amplitudes given by
A(2)n =
δ8(q)
P(1 . . . n)
, A
(1)
3 =
δˆ4(η1[23] + η2[31] + η3[12])
P∗(123)
. (A.84)
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Finally, let us comment on the value of numerical coefficient in the relation (3.17).
Schematically BCFW recursion for Z
(k)
n form factors could be written as
Z(k)n =
∑
AL,k1n1 ⊗ Z
R,k2
n2
+
∑
ZL,k1n1 ⊗ A
R,k2
n2
, (A.85)
where symbol ⊗ denotes corresponding BCFW shifts and in the sums above it is under-
stood that k1 + k2 = k + 1 and n1 + n2 = n+ 2. An explicit analysis of BCFW diagrams
together with analytical expression for Z
(2)
n form factors shows that Z
(k)
n
∣∣
q,γ=0
= CkA
(k)
n ,
for k = 2, 3 with C2 = 1, C3 = 2 (see Figs. 11 and 12 as an example). Proceeding by
induction and taking a corresponding limit for (A.85) we have
Z(k)n
∣∣
q,γ=0
=
∑(
Ck1 + Ck2
)
AL,k1n1 ⊗ A
R,k2
n2
. (A.86)
Self consistency of BCFW recursion then requires that Ck =
(
Ck1 + Ck2
)
, which can be
easily solved and we get Ck = k − 1.
B Evaluation of NMHV4,5, N
2MHV5 and N
3MHV6
form factors via Grassmannian integral
In this appendix we decided to give more details on the evaluation of form factors presented
in the main body of the paper both using BCFW recursion and Grassmannian integral
representation. Let us start with NMHVn sector first. BCFW recursion can be solved in
this case and we get
Z(3)n = Z
(2)
n
(
n−2∑
i=2
n−1∑
j=i+1
R
(1)
1ji +
n−2∑
i=2
n∑
j=i+2
R
(2)
1ji
)
, (B.87)
where R
(1,2)
rst functions are defined as [33]:
R
(1)
rst =
〈s+ 1s〉〈t+ 1t〉δˆ4
(∑r+1
i=t ηi〈i|pt...s+1pr...s+1|r〉 −
∑s+1
i=r ηi〈i|pt...s+1pt...r+1|r〉
)
p2s+1...t〈r|pr...s+1pt...s+1|t+ 1〉〈r|pr...s+1pt...s+1|t〉〈r|pt...r+1pt...s+1|s+ 1〉〈r|pt...r+1pt...s+1|s〉
,
(B.88)
R
(2)
rst =
〈s+ 1s〉〈t+ 1t〉δˆ4
(∑r+1
i=t ηi〈i|ps...t+1ps...r+1|r〉 −
∑s
i=r+1 ηi〈i|ps...t+1pt...r+1|r〉
)
p2s...t+1〈r|ps...r+1ps...t+1|t+ 1〉〈r|ps...r+1ps...t+1|t〉〈r|pt...r+1ps...t+1|s+ 1〉〈r|pt...r+1ps...t+1|s〉
.
(B.89)
In the case of NMHV4 form factor we have
Z
(3)
4 = Z
(2)
4
(
R
(1)
132 +R
(2)
142
)
, (B.90)
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Figure 15: Diagrammatic representation of the quadruple cut proportional to R
(1)
rst. The
dark grey blob is the MHV form factor.
Figure 16: Diagrammatic representation of the quadruple cut proportional to R
(2)
rst.
where after some simplifications
Z
(2)
4 R
(1)
132 = δ
8(q1...4 + γ)
〈3q〉δˆ4(124)
〈q3〉4[12][2q][3q][q4][41]
,
Z
(2)
4 R
(2)
142 = δ
8(q1...4 + γ)
〈1q〉δˆ4(124)
〈43〉4[1q][2q][23][34][4q]
. (B.91)
Combining these terms together we get
Z
(3)
4 = δ
8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(123)
〈4q〉4
(
〈1q〉[12][q3][14] + 〈3q〉[23][34][1q]
[1q][2q][3q][4q]P∗(1234)
)
. (B.92)
Grassmannian integral in the case of NMHV4 form factor is over Gr(3, 5) Grassmannian
and is fully localized on δ functions. The result of integration is given by (B.95). This
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result should be cyclically symmetric with respect to permutations of external states, i.e.
with respect to the action of permutation operator P shifting state numbers by +1 and
leaving position of q intact. With the use of momentum twistor representation it is easy
to see that the combination
δ8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(123)
〈4q〉4
, (B.93)
is invariant with respect to the action of P in a sense that, for example, the coefficients
of η41η
4
2η
4
3 , γ
− = 0 evaluated from
δ8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(123)
〈4q〉4
or P
(
δ8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(123)
〈4q〉4
)
= δ8(q1...4 + γ)
δˆ4(234)
〈1q〉4
(B.94)
give identical results. The combination
[1q][2q][3q][4q]P∗(1234). (B.95)
is manifestly invariant with respect to P. And we verified numerically [71] that
P(〈1q〉[12][q3][14] + 〈3q〉[23][34][1q]) = 〈1q〉[12][q3][14] + 〈3q〉[23][34][1q]. (B.96)
So, as expected, the results obtained for Z
(3)
4 form factor using both BCFW recursion and
Grassmannian integral representation are cyclically invariant. It would be also interesting
to write down (B.96) in manifestly cyclically invariant form.
Now lets turn to Z
(3)
5 form factor. From BCFW recursion we get
Z
(3)
5 = Z
(2)
5
(
R
(1)
132 +R
(1)
142 +R
(1)
153 +R
(2)
152 +R
(2)
142 +R
(2)
153
)
= A1 +B1 + C1 + A2 +B2 + C2, (B.97)
where each term can be simplified and written in the following form
A1 = Z
(2)
5 R
(2)
152 =
〈1q〉δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ4(12q)
〈34〉〈45〉[1q][2q]〈5|3 + 4|2]〈3|4 + 5|q]p2345
, (B.98)
B1 = Z
(2)
5 R
(2)
142 =
δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(234)
〈15〉[43][23]〈1|5 + q|4]〈5|4 + 3|2]p2234
, (B.99)
A2 = Z
(2)
5 R
(1)
132 =
〈3q〉δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(234)
〈45〉〈15〉[3q][2q]〈1|5 + 4|q]〈4|5 + 1|2]p2154
, (B.100)
B2 = Z
(2)
5 R
(1)
142 =
〈3q〉δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ4(251)
〈43〉〈3q〉[12][15]〈3|1 + 2|5]〈4|5 + 1|2]p2152
, (B.101)
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C1 = Z
(2)
5 R
(2)
153 =
〈1q〉δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(45q)
〈12〉〈23〉[45][q5]〈1|3 + 2|4]〈3|5 + 4|q]〈1|5 + 4|q]
, (B.102)
C2 = Z
(2)
5 R
(1)
153 =
〈4q〉δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ4(45q)
〈12〉〈23〉[4q][q5]〈3|q + 4|5]〈1|2 + 3|q]p2123
. (B.103)
For comparison let us also write down the result for 6 point NMHV amplitude A
(3)
6 =
A
(2)
6 R142 + A
(2)
6 R153 + A
(2)
6 R152, where
A
(2)
6 R152 =
δ8(q1...6)δˆ
4(126)
〈34〉〈45〉[12][16]〈5|3 + 4|2]〈3|4 + 5|6]p2345
, (B.104)
A
(2)
6 R142 =
δ8(q1...6)δˆ
4(234)
〈56〉〈16〉[43][23]〈1|5 + 6|4]〈5|4 + 3|2]p2234
, (B.105)
A
(2)
6 R153 =
δ8(q1...6)δˆ
4(456)
〈12〉〈23〉[45][65]〈1|3 + 2|4]〈3|5 + 4|6]p2123
. (B.106)
Now we are going to reproduce this result from Grassmannian integral representation
(4.34). To evaluate integral over the Grassmannian we are following the strategy of
[5, 72]. In general, fixing GL(k) gauge so that the first k columns of Cal matrix form an
identity matrix and solving δ - function constraints in (2.2) or (4.30) leads to the following
underdetermined system of linear equations
caiλa = −λi,
caiλ˜i = −λ˜a, (B.107)
where a = 1 . . . k and i = k + 1 . . . n. For other GL(k) gauges the structure of these
equations will be similar, the only difference is the values taken by a, i indexes. The
general solution of this system of equations can be parametrized by (k − 2)(n − k − 2)
complex parameters τA:
cai(τ) = c
∗
ai + daiAτA, (B.108)
where daiA are some rational functions of λ, λ˜’s and c
∗
ai is some particular solution of
(B.107). Using this solution the bosonic δ - functions in (2.2) or (4.30) (here we are
discussing (2.2) for concreteness) could be written as13
k∏
a=1
δ2
(
λ˜a +
n∑
i=k+1
caiλ˜i
)
n∏
i=k+1
δ2
(
λi +
k∑
a=1
caiλa
)
=
= δ4
(
n∑
j=1
λjλ˜j
)
J(λ, λ˜)
∫
d(k−2)(n−k−2)τA
k∏
a=1
n∏
i=k+1
δ (cai − cai(τ)) , (B.109)
13The number of δ functions in LHS and RHS is the same. In LHS we have 2n functions, while in RHS
we have k(n− k) + 4− (k − 2)(n− k − 2).
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where J(λ, λ˜) is the corresponding Jacobian. The integration
∫
dn×kCal
V ol[GL(k)]
in (2.2) could be
removed using δ - functions and the only remaining integration will be over d(k−2)(n−k−2)τA
variables. The minors of Cal matrix and Grassmann δ - functions in (2.2) are also rewritten
in terms of τA variables using (B.108). The expression under integral sign is then a rational
function of τA and the corresponding integral can be further evaluated with the use of
(multidimensional) residue theorem.
In the Gr(3, 6) case it is convenient to choose GL(3) gauge as
C =

 1 c12 0 c14 0 c160 c32 1 c34 0 c36
0 c52 0 c54 1 c56

 . (B.110)
Then the non-trivial coefficients of Cal matrix are given by ci′j, with i
′ = 1, 3, 5 and
j = 2, 4, 6 and (B.109) reduces to (in this case J(λ, λ˜) = 1 [5])
∏
i′=1,3,5
δ2
(
λ˜i′ +
n∑
i=2,4,6
ci′jλ˜j
) ∏
j=2,4,6
δ2
(
λj +
k∑
i=1,3,5
ci′jλi′
)
=
= δ4
(
6∑
i=1
λiλ˜i
)∫
dτ
∏
i′=1,3,5
n∏
j=2,4,6
δ (ci′j − ci′j(τ)) , (B.111)
with
ci′j(τ) = c
∗
ij′ + ǫi′k′p′ǫjlm〈k
′p′〉[lm] τ. (B.112)
In the case of (4.34) Grassmannian integral λ’s and λ˜’s should be taken from the set
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q) or (1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5). (B.113)
Note also that in the case of form factors we should shift numeration n 7→ n+1 compared
to amplitude case. The minors M1, . . . ,M6 of Cal matrix are linear functions in τ and
corresponding integral over τ could be evaluated using residues14. To reproduce Z
(3)
5 form
factor we should take residues at zeros of M1, M3 and M5 minors. In the chosen gauge
these minors are given by M1 = c52(τ), M3 = c14(τ) and M5 = c36(τ). To simplify
the evaluation of residues even further one should note that for each of the residues the
particular solution c∗i′j could be chosen independently such that c
∗
52 = 0 for M1, c
∗
14 = 0
for M3, and c
∗
36 = 0 for M5. Then each residue corresponds to τ = 0 and all coefficients
ci′j(τ = 0) are easily evaluated. For reader’s convenience we have gathered the values of
14We are assuming that the behavior of the particular component extracted from the Grassmann δ
- functions in the numerator of the integrand is no worse then 1/τ2 at infinity. After evaluation of
particular residue we supersymmetrize the result assuming that the Grassmann structure should be like
δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(ijk).
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all Cal matrix elements at poles 1/M1, . . . , 1/M6 and 1/(135) in appendix C. The residues
at poles 1/M1,1/M3 and 1/M5, which we denoted as {1}, {3} and {5}, of the integral Ω
(3)
5
Ω
(3)
5 =
∫ (
〈1q〉
(356)
(135)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q)
M1 . . .M6
+
∫ (
〈1q〉
(345)
(135)
+ 〈4q〉
(134)
(135)
)
δ4|4(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5)
M1 . . .M6
.
(B.114)
are given by
{1} = C˜1 + C˜2, {3} = A1 + A2, {5} = B1 +B2, (B.115)
with
C˜1 = 〈1q〉
〈3|1 + 2|4]
〈13〉[4q]
δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(45q)
〈12〉〈23〉[45][q5]〈1|3+ 2|4]〈3|5 + 4|q]p2123
, (B.116)
C˜2 = 〈3q〉
〈1|2 + 3|5]
〈13〉[5q]
δ8(q1...5 + γ)δˆ
4(45q)
〈12〉〈23〉[4q][45]〈1|2+ 3|q]〈3|q + 4|5]p2123
. (B.117)
Here, C˜1 term is the result of evaluating the residue at 1/M1 pole in the first integral
while C˜2 is the result of taking the same residue for the second integral. We have checked
numerically [71] that the equality C˜1 + C˜2 = C1 + C2 holds. This is the consequence of
rather none trivial relations among spinors (p1 + . . .+ p5 + q = 0 is assumed):
〈1q〉〈3|1 + 2|4]
〈13〉[4q][5q]〈1|2 + 3|4]〈3|4 + 5|1]
+
〈3q〉〈1|2 + 3|5]
〈13〉[4q][5q]〈1|2 + 3|q]〈3|q + 4|5]
=
=
〈5q〉[45]
[q4][5q]〈1|2 + 3|4]〈3|4 + 5|q]
+
〈3q〉p2123
[q4]〈3|4 + 5|q]〈1|2 + 3|q]〈3|q + 4|5]
. (B.118)
So we see that the integral Ω
(3)
5 over contour Γ135 encirclingM1,3,5 poles reproduces BCFW
result for Z
(3)
5 .
Using (4.30) one can also easily compute several other cases when the integral over
Grassmannian is fully localized over δ - functions (that is in the case when (k − 2)(n −
k − 2) = 0). For N2MHV5 and N
3MHV6 form factors we have:
Z
(4)
5 = δ
8(q1...5 + γ)
( δˆ4(12q)δˆ4(345)
(p2345)
4
〈q|p1|2]
[q2]P∗(12345q)
+
δˆ4(125)δˆ4(34q)
(p2125)
4
〈q|p1 + p5|2]
[q2]P∗(1234q5)
+
+
δˆ4(125)δˆ4(34q)
(p2125)
4
〈q|p3|2]
[q2]P∗(123q45)
)
, (B.119)
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Z
(5)
6 = δ
8(q1...6 + γ)
( δˆ4(12q)δˆ4(345)δˆ4(62q)
[2q]4(p2345)
4
〈q|p1 + p6|2]
[q2]P∗(123456q)
+
+
δˆ4(126)δˆ4(345)δˆ4(6q2)
[26]4(p2345)
4
〈q|p1 + p6|2]
[q2]P∗(12345q6)
+
δˆ4(126)δˆ4(34q)δˆ4(625)
[26]4(p234q)
4
〈q|p3 + p4|2]
[q2]P∗(1234q56)
+
+
δˆ4(125)δˆ4(34q)
[16]4(p23q4)
4
〈q|p3|2]
[q2]P∗(123q456)
)
. (B.120)
Similar results also gives BCFW recursion for [1, 2〉 shift.
In the case of N2MHV5 form factor we have also verified numerically [71] the cyclical
symmetry of particular super form factor components corresponding to the form factors
of operator given by the Lagrangian of N = 4 SYM. Taking gluons as external states
(particles) we have (η41η
4
2η
4
3η
4
4 , γ
− = 0):
η41η
4
2η
4
3η
4
4 ∼ [5q]
4
( −〈q|p1|2]
[q2]P∗(12345q)
+
〈q|p1 + p5|2]
[q2]P∗(1234q5)
+
+
〈q|p3|2]
[q2]P∗(123q45)
)
. (B.121)
This expression is indeed invariant with respect to permutation P in a sense that
Z
(5)
6
∣∣γ−=0
η4
1
η4
2
η4
3
η4
4
=
(
PZ
(5)
6
) ∣∣γ−=0
η4
1
η4
2
η4
3
η4
4
. (B.122)
C Residues of Ω
(3)
5
In this appendix we collected the results for the elements of Cal matrix evaluated at zeroes
of minors M1, . . . ,M6 and (135). Lets start with the first (”left”) term in (B.114) with
λ, λ˜’s taken from the set (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, q). To compute the residues at poles 1/M1,3,5 the
GL(3) gauge was fixed so that the columns 1, 3, 5 of Cal formed unity matrix and we got:
C
∣∣
M1
=


1 c12 =
〈23〉
〈13〉
0 c14 =
〈3|1 + 2|q]
〈13〉[4q]
0 c16 =
〈3|1 + 2|4]
〈13〉[4q]
0 c32 =
〈12〉
〈13〉
1 c34 =
〈1|2 + 3|q]
〈13〉[4q]
0 c36 =
〈1|2 + 3|4]
〈13〉[4q]
0 c52 = 0 0 c54 =
[5q]
[4q]
1 c56 =
[54]
[4q]


, (C.123)
C
∣∣
M3
=


1 c12 =
[1q]
[1q]
0 c14 = 0 0 c16 =
[12]
[q2]
0 c32 =
〈5|3 + 4|q]
〈35〉[2q]
1 c34 =
〈45〉
〈35〉
0 c36 =
〈5|3 + 4|2]
〈35〉[2q]
0 c52 =
〈3|4 + 5|q]
〈53〉[2q]
0 c54 =
〈43〉
〈53〉
1 c56 =
〈3|4 + 5|2]
〈53〉[q2]


, (C.124)
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C
∣∣
M5
=


1 c12 =
〈5|1 + q|4]
〈15〉[24]
0 c14 =
〈5|1 + q|2]
〈15〉[24]
0 c16 =
〈5q〉
〈15〉
0 c32 =
[34]
[24]
1 c34 =
[32]
[42]
0 c36 = 0
0 c52 =
〈1|5 + q|4]
〈15〉[24]
0 c54 =
〈1|5 + q|2]
〈15〉[24]
1 c56 =
〈q1〉
〈51〉


. (C.125)
For the residues at 1/M2,4,6 poles the GL(3) gauge was chosen so that the unity matrix
was formed by the columns 2, 4, 6:
C
∣∣
M2
=


c21 =
〈4|2 + 3|5]
〈24〉[51]
1 c23 =
〈34〉
〈24〉
0 c25 =
〈4|2 + 3|1]
〈24〉[51]
0
c41 =
〈2|3 + 4|5]
〈24〉[51]
0 c43 =
〈32〉
〈24〉
1 c45 =
〈2|3 + 4|1]
〈24〉[51]
0
c61 =
[5q]
[51]
0 c63 = 0 0 c65 =
[1q]
[15]
1


, (C.126)
C
∣∣
M4
=


c21 =
[23]
[13]
1 c23 =
[12]
[13]
0 c25 = 0 0
c41 =
〈q|4 + 5|3]
〈4q〉[13]
0 c43 =
〈q|4 + 5|1]
〈4q〉[13]
1 c45 =
〈5q〉
〈4q〉
0
c61 =
〈4|5 + q|3]
〈4q〉[13]
0 c63 =
〈4|5 + q|1]
〈4q〉[13]
0 c65 =
〈45〉
〈4q〉
1


, (C.127)
C
∣∣
M6
=


c21 =
〈1q〉
〈2q〉
1 c23 =
〈q|1 + 2|5]
〈2q〉[35]
0 c25 =
〈q|1 + 2|3]
〈2q〉[53]
0
c41 = 0 0 c43 =
[45]
[35]
1 c45 =
[43]
53]
0
c61 =
〈12〉
〈q2〉
0 c63 =
〈2|q + 1|5]
〈q2〉[35]
0 c65 =
〈2|1 + q|3]
〈q2〉[35]
1


. (C.128)
And finally for the case of residue at 1/(135) pole the unit matrix fixing GL(3) symmetry
is formed by 1, 2, 3 columns of Cal matrix
C
∣∣
(135)
=


1 0 0 c14 =
〈3|1 + 5|q]
〈13〉[q4]
c15 =
〈53〉
〈13〉
c16 =
〈3|1 + 5|4]
〈31〉[q4]
0 1 0 c24 =
[2q]
[4q]
c25 = 0 c26 =
[24]
[q4]
0 0 1 c34 =
〈1|3 + 5|q]
[4q]〈13〉
c35 =
〈15〉
〈13〉
c36 =
〈1|3 + 5|4]
〈13〉[q4]


. (C.129)
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The results for the second (”right”) term in (B.114)) when λ, λ˜’s are taken from the set
(1, 2, 3, q, 4, 5) could be obtained from the above expressions with simple relabeling
1 2 3 4 5 q
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
1 2 3 q 4 5
(C.130)
At the end, to emphasize the analytical structure of each contribution let us also write
down the denominators of each residue. The corresponding expressions for ”left” and
”right” terms for {1}, {3}, {5} are given by
{1}L ∼
1
〈12〉〈23〉[45][5q]〈1|2+ 3|4]〈3|4 + 5|q]p2q45
,
{1}R ∼
1
〈12〉〈23〉[45][4q]〈1|2 + 3|q]〈3|4 + q|5]p2q45
, (C.131)
{3}L ∼
1
〈34〉〈45〉[1q][2q]〈5|3+ 4|2]〈3|4 + 5|q]p212q
,
{3}R ∼
1
〈45〉〈51〉[3q][2q]〈1|5 + 4|q]〈4|5 + 1|2]p223q
, (C.132)
{5}L ∼
1
〈15〉[43][23]〈1|2 + 3|4]〈5|4 + 3|2]p2234
,
{5}R ∼
1
〈43〉[12][15]〈3|1 + 2|5]〈4|5 + 1|2]p2125
, (C.133)
while for {2},{4},{6} and (135) they are given by
{2}L ∼
1
〈23〉〈34〉[5q][q1]〈3|2+ 4|q]〈2|3 + 4|5]〈4|2 + 3|1]p2234
,
{2}R ∼
1
〈23〉〈3q〉[45][51]〈3|q + 2|5]〈2|3 + q|4]〈q|2 + 3|1]p2145
, (C.134)
{4}L ∼
1
〈54〉〈5q〉[12][23]〈5|1+ 3|2]〈4|5 + q|1]〈q|4 + 5|3]p2123
,
{4}R ∼
1
〈4q〉〈45〉[12][23]〈4|1 + 3|2]〈q|4 + 5|1]〈5|4 + q|3]p2123
, (C.135)
{6}L ∼
1
〈q1〉〈12〉[34][45]〈1|3 + 5|4]〈q|1 + 2|3]〈2|1 + q|5]p2q12
,
{6}R ∼
1
〈51〉〈12〉[q3][q4]〈1|3 + 4|q]〈5|1 + 2|3]〈2|1 + 5|4]p2512
, (C.136)
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{(135)}L ∼
1
〈15〉[2q]〈5|1 + 3|2]〈1|3 + 5|4]〈3|1 + 5|q]
,
{(135)}R ∼
1
〈43〉[2q]〈3|1 + 4|5]〈4|1 + 3|2]〈1|3 + 4|q]
. (C.137)
From these expressions we see that spurious poles indeed cancel in the sums of residues
for contours Γ135 and Γ246∗ and come in pairs as needed.
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